
Appendix 

DC/2018/01681: Land West Of Damfield Lane Maghull 

Petition 

A petition of 25 signatures has been received endorsed by Cllr Sayers to allow a representative from 
the Town Council to speak.  

St Andrews Parochial Church Council Comments 

The chair of St Andrews PCC has requested that a further extension be provided as the Church 
Council has not had the opportunity to speak with the applicant about proposals. Planning Services 
has advised that their concerns relate to issues outside the scope of the planning application which 
has been acknowledged by the chair of the Church Council.  

Town Council and Agent’s Letters 

Maghull Town Council held a full meeting to discuss the application on 9th January 2019, the 
applicant was also represented. Following the meeting the Town Council submitted comments 
upholding their original objection, these are attached at the end of this document.  

The agent has provided a detailed response to the objection and these can also be found attached. 
Planning Services’ comments are as follows. 

Planning Services’ Comments 

Neighbourhood Plan 

It has been acknowledged that the Neighbourhood Plan holds full weight following referendum as is 
detailed on page 16 of the agenda reports pack. 

The Town Council has reiterated a paragraph within the Inspector’s Report on the Sefton Local plan 
which states ‘that despite the fact that the area was neglected and overgrown this would not be 
justification alone for supporting development on this site which did not reflect and respect the 
historic setting of the land’. The Report in fact continues to state ‘I struggle with the Council’s 
(Sefton) argument that any development on the site would cause substantial harm to the 
significance of the designated heritage assets’ and the acceptability of any future scheme for this 
urban site would be tested against the heritage policies of the Plan and the NPPF. 

The proposal has gone through various revisions prior to submission and during the course of the 
application. In terms of impact on heritage assets, the scheme has received the support of both 
Sefton’s Conservation Officer and Historic England. The latter stated within their application ‘We 
consider that the application has accurately established the positive contributions the development 
site makes to the character of the conservation area and the proposed scheme preserves these 
contributions, as a consequence we have no objection to the application’. Key enhancements and 
positive contributions as detailed on page 17 of the report’s pack include enhanced vistas, additional 
tree planting and high quality materials.  These are clear from the submitted plans and visuals.  
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While the Town Council has asserted that the site should be used as a community orchard or as 
allotments this is aspirational. The site is not designated as Open Space instead as ‘white land’ within 
the Local Plan which provides the potential for the site to be developed in a wide manner of ways. 
The National Planning Policy Framework has a dedicated chapter to making effective use of land and 
under paragraphs 117 and 118 states:- ‘Planning decisions should promote an effective use of land in 
meeting the need for homes and other uses, while safeguarding and improving the environment and 
ensuring safe and healthy living conditions’ and ‘planning decisions should encourage multiple 
benefits from both urban and rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking 
opportunities to achieve net environmental gains – such as developments that would enable new 
habitat creation’ . 

Given the site is in private ownership it is considered highly unlikely that the Town Council’s 
aspirations would be fully met by a developer without the opportunity to make a return on any 
investment. The proposal would provide social and environmental benefits by creating managed 
open space including new habitats and a nature trail. The applicant has rightly pointed out that 
the proposal would move from its current state of having no access to one which can be used by 
the community. Paragraph 2.11 of the applicant’s Planning Statement sets out why unrestricted 
access would not be suitable – largely in the interest of maintaining biodiversity and security.    

Noise Abatement 

Queries have been raised in regards to the frequent tolling of St Andrews’ Church bells and the 
potential impacts on future residents. The Environmental Health Manager has advised that 
complaints to the Council regarding such activities rare, and either way in this situation there 
are already residential properties closer and any residents moving into this development would 
be aware of the church and the likelihood of bells.  

Flooding Risk 

Concerns have been reiterated over the condition of the Leeds and Liverpool Canal and an 
alleged leak at Hall Lane. The issues have been raised with both the Canal and River Trust and 
Lead Local Flood Authority who acknowledge that repair work is required however this is in 
relation to an old sluice leaking not the embankment and this is due for repair over the course 
of the next financial year. 

There is no objection in principle to surface water discharging into the canal from the Trust or 
Lead Local Flood Authority. The rate of surface water discharge would be controlled and aided 
by an on-site pond/ditch at a rate no higher than at present and to cater for 1 in 30 year events. 
Existing issues which can be remedied are not grounds to refuse a planning application when a 
development would not lead to a greater risk of flooding. 

Conclusion 

There are no issues which Maghull Town Council raise in their latest representation which justify 
taking a different view from the one outlined in the committee report. 



MAGHULL TOWN COUNCIL             

Mr S Healey 
Senior Planning Officer  
Planning Dept 
Sefton MBC 
Magdalen House 
Bootle 

Dear Mr Healey 

Re: Planning Application DC/2018/01681 - Erection of 14 detached dwellinghouses, access road 
and associated landscaping, a pond feature and nature trail.  Land west of Damfield Lane, Maghull. 

I write in connection with the planning application detailed above.  Maghull Town Council has very 
carefully considered the application submitted for consideration to Sefton Council at its Full Council 
meeting held on 9th January.   

Maghull Town Council recommends that Sefton Council’s Planning Committee REFUSES planning 
permission for development of housing on this site.  The Council has several reasons for 
recommending refusal.   

The first is that the Council does not agree that there are social and environmental benefits as 
described within the report.  The open area within the site will not be for general community use as 
its access will be limited.  The developer has stated that the open space will be accessed by local 
primary schools and occupants of residential homes.  This is not of sufficient benefit to the 
community to lose the open space by allowing development on the site.  The Council feels that the 
open space area should be available to all residents to enjoy. 

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

The Town Council’s Neighbourhood Plan, approved by referendum, categorises this site in its 
Residential Character Assessment: 

3.2 The Canal forms an important part of the Conservation Area, as does the open land sweeping 
down to the canal from St Andrew’s Church. These areas reflect the historic rural character of 
the area and the setting of the buildings centred the listed St Andrews Church, Ancient Chapel 
and the rectory. The open land is in private ownership and there has been suggestion of 
development on the land.  However, the Planning Inspector referred to the open aspect of the 
land in his report of the examination of Sefton Council’s Local Plan and in paragraph 368 states 
that despite the fact that the area was neglected and overgrown this would not be justification 
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alone for supporting development on this site which did not reflect and respect the historic 
setting of the land.   

3.3 With regard to this open piece of land the Town Council would much prefer a community use on 
the site which would reflect the agricultural origins of the town such as a community orchard or 
properly managed and robustly maintained allotments.  The only allotments within the town are 
owned and managed by Parkhaven Trust and number approximately 25.  Development on the 
site would not be supported by the Town Council.a 

3.4 The Conservation Area includes a substantial number of mature and semi-mature trees including 
an important and visually impressive group of limes fronting Damfield Lane. As a consequence, 
views into and across the designated area retain the impression of the isolated rural settlement 
that Maghull would have had up until it was engulfed by later Victorian and 20th Century 
development. 

This site sits within the Damfield Lane Conservation Area.  The Town Council does not accept the 
highly subjective view that “The principle of development within the Conservation Area is 
acceptable” as the new buildings will not make “a positive contribution to the special architectural 
and visual qualities of the conservation area.”  Building a housing estate within the conservation 
area next to an old church and 13th Century chapel cannot be said to make a positive contribution. 
The Local Plan Inspector stated that “Despite the site being neglected and overgrown, this would not 
be justification alone for supporting development on this site which did not reflect and respect the 
historic setting of the land” (p 368. Inspector’s Report on Sefton’s Local Plan)  

The Site was made “whitespace” in the Local Plan. It was specifically excluded from development 
and remained within the conservation area. 

The development contravenes the Neighbourhood Plan MAG 4: Residential Character Areas which 
states 

Development proposals will be supported that respect the distinctive characteristics of the Character 
Area in which they are located, as defined in the Maghull Residential Character Assessment 
document, in terms of type of development, scale, design, open space provision and general layout 
and which enhance their surroundings.  

MAG 4 requires development to respect the distinctive characteristics of the character area in which 
they are located. In the Town Council’s opinion this housing estate does not comply with this 
requirement. The Town Council’s preferred use was a Community use such as Orchards or 
Allotments. The green space in this application is primarily to provide some distance between the 
homes and church yard, however the land will remain private and there is no public access.  

All the trees on site have protection by virtue of the Conservation Area but five mature healthy trees 
will be removed, this is not compensated by the planting of saplings elsewhere. The Town Council 
does not accept that the erection of a housing estate will in anyway “enhance sight lines” of the 
Historic Church and its tower. 



NOISE ABATEMENT 

The planning report makes reference to the noise abatement measures that may be required for 
traffic on the A59. However no mention is made that the Church Tower bells chime on the hour on a 
365 24/7 basis. This includes chiming throughout the night. The bells are also continuous tolling for 
special events & bell practice. The Town Council is concerned that within a short period of time new 
residents will be attempting to have the bell tolling stopped. 

FLOODING RISK 

This site was last refused planning permission for 16 homes in July 1979 (ref S/00596). One of the 
reasons for refusal being drainage implications associated with Whinney Brook. There have been no 
improvements made to Whinney Brook during those past 40 years, indeed the situation in respect of 
flooding has progressively worsened with flooding occurring across Damfield Lane, the rear of Hall 
Lane & the bottom of Hall Lane, to the extent the electricity power station has required extensive 
flooding prevention modifications in the past two years. Downstream of the site at Fouracres 
extensive flooding took place and homes were severely damaged. 

The proposal to allow water from the attenuation pond to enter the canal is an alarming proposal in 
the view of the Town Council. The canal has currently two nearby very old water assets. There is a 
culvert which passes under the canal from Damfield Lane. The culvert is very old and already causes 
Damfield Lane to flood regularly. The walls above ground are crumbling and it can only be assumed 
the footings are in no better state. (See picture) 

If the canal floods, there is an escape drain at Hall Lane swing bridge, these stone steps are in poor 
state of repair. The canal at this point sits on a “cradle” and the bottom of the canal can be viewed 
from the bottom of the drainage steps, clearly the canal is already leaking into the steps and into the 
Sefton MBC owned and managed drainage ditch that runs downhill alongside Hall Lane. This 
additional water, particularly at times of flood risk could cause the canal to fail at this point. In a 
letter to a Maghull resident dated 23rd September 2012 the Canals & Rivers Trust in reply to the 
question “Repairs are made but no guarantee can be given that the canal in time will not make a full 
breach and flood a large part of Maghull” gave the answer:  CORRECT.  

More alarmingly in response to the following question “Records state the two sections are in fair 
condition and fit for purpose but the consequence of failure would lead to multiple serious injuries 
and death” Canals and Rivers Trust gave the answer: CORRECT. 

Given that the canal has failed twice in the past 20 years, 1994 at Lydiate and 2018 at Melling, it 
would appear the risk of failure at Hall Lane is a realistic threat with the added problems of a steep 
downhill gradient towards an Electric Sub Station and the A59 together with single storey 
pensioners’ bungalows and the telephone exchange and Town Hall facilities in direct line of flood 
water flow. The Town Council feels this is too great a risk to allow further flood water to enter the 
system. 

I trust you will take the Council’s views into consideration when determining the application for this 
major site. 

If you have any queries regarding this letter please do not hesitate to contact me. 



Yours sincerely, 

A. McIntyre (Miss) 
Town Clerk to Maghull Town Council 
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Mr. S. Healey (Planning) Our Ref: RG/RG/G267/L001 
Sefton Council        Date: 12 January 2019 
Magdalen House 
30 Trinity Road 
Bootle 
L20 3NJ 

Dear Steven 

DDC/2018/01681 
LAND WEST OF DAMFIELD LANE, MAGHULL 

I am writing in response to the late objections set out in the letter from Maghull Town Council. We 
find these objections surprising, disappointing and at odds with the initially constructive dialogue that 
we have had with the Town Council. 

Can I please request that this letter is presented – in full – to Planning Committee, and uploaded 
onto your Portal as forming part of the planning application? 

I have attempted to keep the letter as short as possible, but there are important points to cover. 
So, before turning to the finer details, I set out below an executive summary of our main points and 
disagreements with the Town Council and why – put simply – we feel it has got things wrong : 

1. There has been a rapid shift in the stance / demeanour of the Town Council, which has
coincided with the outcome of a matter entirely unrelated to the merits of the planning
application.   I set out the context to this in more detail elsewhere.

2. It is peculiar that the Town Council has raised a number of new apparent concerns at this very
late stage in the process, when it has failed to raise those (or even mention them) over a
period extending well over 6 months (both pre- and post application).   Had those been
serious and genuine concerns, one would expect those to have been mentioned at some stage
before they were raised in the letter issued to you 2 days ago?

3. The Town Council’s suggestion that the scheme will deliver no social and environmental
benefits is simply incorrect and demonstrates failure to properly interrogate and comprehend
the overall planning balance.

4. The Town Council disagrees with our assessment about impact on heritage and suggests that
ours is a “highly subjective” view.  But that ignores the fact that the Local Plan Inspector made it
abundantly clear that there is scope for development on this site; that Historic England are
very supportive of the scheme; and that the Council’s professional officers (including
Conservation) support the scheme.
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5. The Town Council states – incorrectly – that the proposed open space will be limited to local
primary schools and occupants of residential homes.   This is incorrect, disappointing and
disingenuous, and ignores the fact that the site is currently private and allows for zero
community access.

6. The Town Council’s suggestion that the scheme is inconsistent with the Neighbourhood Plan
is naïve and incorrect, and the focus of the objection is on an aspirational statement (not a
policy) that includes little more than a stated ‘preference’ about the possible future of the land.
The fact is that the scheme has included a community orchard from the outset (thereby
reflecting that ‘preference’) and that orchard has been further extended to respond positively
to the Town Council’s original comments.  It is inconceivable that the Town Council is
continuing to labour this point, because there is clearly no conflict with the Neighbourhood
Plan.  On the contrary, this application is delivering the ‘preference’.

7. The Town Council’s comments about trees (raised for the first time in well over 6 months)
are exaggerated and fail to properly understand the facts.  The reality is that only 3 poor
quality trees are to be removed as a direct consequence of the development, and to balance
that we will provide 76 new trees, plus other vegetation.  That is very considerably above
policy requirements.  Within that mix of planting will be new street trees, ornamental shrub
and flowering herbaceous planting to add colour and texture.  There will be native and wildlife
friendly planting and traditional hedgerows, a wild flower meadow, bulb planting, and an
(extended) community orchard to provide seasonal interest and increase biodiversity.

8. Frankly absurd comments are now being made – for the first time after 6 months of dialogue
and communications – about the church bell.

9. Six months into the process, the Town Council has – again for the first time - raised concerns
about flood risk.  Each and every qualified and experienced authority that is charged with
monitoring and maintaining drainage and controlling flood risk has been consulted – the LLFA,
United Utilities, the Environment Agency and The Canal Trust - and not one has raised any
concerns or objections.

The above are the headline summary points, and below I add further detail on each. 

Past dialogue with the Town Council and its shift in stance 

At an initial presentation to the Town Council on 17th of October, at the conclusion of an inclusive 
community engagement process, Councillors responded positively to the application and many of its 
key proposals and characteristics. They voted narrowly to object on only one ground, namely that 
the application conflicted with an expressed preference (not a policy) to utilise the site as a 
Community Allotment or Orchard in what was then the Draft Neighbourhood Plan.  

Individual Councillors expressed support for the application, but they felt that the Town Council 
was duty bound to support the letter of the Neighbourhood Plan at was a sensitive stage of its 
evolution and adoption. No other objections or concerns of the Town Council were expressed or 
subsequently communicated to Sefton Council Planning Department.    
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It was suggested by Town Councillors that further dialogue might be helpful to explore amendments 
to the application that would make it more compliant with the aspirations of the Neighbourhood 
Plan.  On that basis, the applicant proposed a further meeting, and in advance of that meeting tabled 
a revised landscape plan incorporating a larger community orchard.   

A meeting between the applicant’s professional team took place on the 19th of November.  At this 
meeting the changes to the landscape plan and the provision of the extended community orchard 
were broadly welcomed, but Town Councillors then presented a proposal for a Heritage Centre to 
be located either on the application site, or preferably on adjacent land in the ownership of St 
Andrew’s Church.  It was clearly implied at this meeting that the Town Council’s objection to the 
planning application would be withdrawn if a financial contribution to this facility could be secured 
from the applicant.   However, in an email communication sent to the Town Council on the 26th 
November, the applicant set out some of the practical and legal obstacles to the delivery of this 
project and the proposed financial contribution. 

The applicant has demonstrated considerable good faith in our dealings with the Town Council, as it 
has with other community stakeholders and neighbours (as set out in the submitted Statement of 
Community Involvement).   It would seem that the sudden decision by the Town Council to table a 
series of objections that were not raised in meetings with the applicant, or even at the two previous 
Town Council meetings when the application was discussed, can only be explained by the applicant’s 
inability to commit financial support to the Heritage Centre project on a third party owned site.  

It is particularly disappointing that some of the objections relate to concerns that were not even 
discussed at the Town Council meeting of 9th December, whilst others relate to issues specifically 
covered in communications with the Town Council or in the presentation to the meeting of the 17th 
October.  

I do not intend to respond to each and every point of the Town Council’s letter, because most of it 
is covered well in your excellent and well balanced committee report.  But it is important that we 
put to bed certain of the claims made by the Town Council (TC). 

SSustainable development [economic, social and environmental benefits] 

First – and for the first time in a 4 month process – the TC tell us that they disagree with your 
summary of social and environmental benefits of the proposal.  Indeed, they go further and suggest 
that there are none.  This is frankly absurd and a most naïve and ill informed comment to make. 
Perhaps the members of the TC might read the extensive section in the Planning Statement (which 
has been available to read for 4 months now) setting out in some detail the range of economic, 
social and environmental benefits, which, when combined, constitute sustainable development which 
the Council is charged to bring forward.  

Heritage Impacts and Selective Quoting 

We have noted that the TC does not accept what it suggests it our “highly subjective view” 
that the principle of development within the Conservation Area is acceptable.   But that is not just 
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our view.  First, while the TC includes selective quotations from the Local Plan Inspector’s 
comments about the site, it fails to acknowledge the bigger picture.  In that regard, it is important to 
ensure that members of Planning Committee have sight of the Inspector’s comments in full, as 
below:   

“The neglected, overgrown land at Damfield Lane (AS30) is close to the centre of Maghull and is not 
in the Green Belt. It is part of a Conservation Area (CA) that includes a cluster of listed buildings north of the 
site, focused on Maghull Chapel (grade II*) and St Andrew’s Church (grade II). The sole constraint is 
the impact on the character of the CA and the setting of St Andrew’s Church (glimpses 
of the church tower are obtained from the site) … I struggle with the Council’s argument that 
any development on the site would cause substantial harm to the significance of the 
designated heritage assets, especially as an important link to the rural origins of Maghull, the use of 
the land as grazing pasture (a key factor on CA designation in 1991), ceased about 13 years ago. Thus, 
whilst the evidence falls far short of justifying an allocation, the acceptability of any future scheme 
for this urban site would be tested against the heritage policies of the Plan and the 
NPPF.”   

We would also draw attention to how Historic England has described the proposal (as below) : 

“It could be argued that a high quality, bespoke housing scheme on the site in question, could add the next 
layer of architectural interest into the area … The modern form of the new build is further considered to be 
a positive aspect of the proposals, adding a clear layer to the development of the settlement.  Historic 
England considers the proposals are moving forward positively and in a way that would cause no harm to the 
character of the wider conservation area.” 

We also note that this scheme is supported by the Council’s Conservation Officer, as is recorded in 
your report. 

We therefore question the TC’s accusation that our comments about impact on heritage are “highly 
subjective”.    

CCommunity Access to a site that is currently private and with no community access 

The TC then expresses concern that access to the proposed open space will be limited to local 
primary schools and occupants of residential homes.   This statement is not correct and it is 
disappointing that, after 4 months of dialogue with the TC, it is still struggling to understand what is 
made abundantly clear in the application paperwork.  The open space (which is 50% of the entire 
site area) will be available to anybody in the community, albeit we do anticipate that the principal 
users will be local groups (such as school groups, cubs, scouts, guides and brownies).  But any 
member of the community will be allowed access following liaison with the management company. 

There are very good reasons why access to the open space is to be regulated / managed : 

• It is in the best interests of biodiversity and based on the advice of ecologists.
• Access is restricted for health and safety reasons - namely to avoid the encouragement of

potentially dangerous activity around the proposed pond and adjacent to the canal, where
natural surveillance will inevitably be very limited.
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• Access is also restricted to reflect recommendations / advice from both the adjacent church
and Merseyside Police to design out opportunities for anti-social behaviour.  The Church
was particularly concerned about the possibility of users of the space using it to gain access
to church grounds, and we understand that they already have to deal with unsociable
behaviour at night.

We are of course moving from a ‘zero access’ scenario to one whereby the community will be able 
to access and enjoy the site for the first time (which I note you describe as a “unique” circumstance 
in the Committee Report).   

As well as the orchard (which we have subsequently extended in an attempt to 
respond positively to the Town Council’s initial comments), we are proposing a pedestrian track as a 
circular mini ‘nature trail’, designed to be usable by wheelchair users.  

We are also proposing a viewing platform to enable visitors to experience this non-designated 
heritage asset from its northern edge, and to appreciate the impressive views towards the adjacent 
listed church.  

We are also proposing heritage and ecological interpretation boards to explain features of interest.  

We are also proposing a pond, including a safely designed pond-dipping platform for visiting children 
and their monitoring responsible adults (teachers, scout / guide leaders and suchlike). 

This is, as you suggest, a “unique” offer by an applicant of a type that is unheard of in Sefton (and 
indeed elsewhere). 

CCompliance with the Neighbourhood Plan and its “Preference” 

The TC then refers to its recently adopted Neighbourhood Plan (NP).  It is worth noting that the 
draft NP was taken into full consideration during the formulation of the application, which is largely 
why an orchard was included from the outset.  While the TC insists that the scheme conflicts the 
NP, that is in fact not the case.  The TC correctly draws attention to Policy MAG4, which requires 
development to respect the distinctive characteristics of the character area in which they are 
located. The TC suggests that the proposed “housing estate” does not comply with this requirement. 
We respectfully disagree.  The application supporting documentation sets out in detail the 
characteristics of the locality, and explains the concerted attempt that has been made to respect and 
respond to these. 

The TC’s principal concern appears to rely on what is little more than an aspirational comment 
within the document, namely that  :  

“The Town Council’s preferred use was a community use such as Orchards or Allotments.” 

Crucially, this is not a policy of the NP.  Planning decisions should be based on policies, and there is 
no policy in the NP that relates specifically to this site.  It was of course open to the TC to draft a 
bespoke policy relating to the application site, but it opted not to do so. 
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The words “such as” confirm that neither an orchard nor an allotment are prerequisites.  They are 
examples of possible community uses, and not fixed items.  

In short, contrary to what the TC suggests, the proposal responds very positively to, and complies 
with, the NP. 

The TC continues to state that : 

“The green space in this application is primarily to provide some distance between the homes and church 
yard, however the land will remain private and there is no public access.” 

This is incorrect on two counts.  First, we question how and why the TC has drawn this conclusion. 
It is quite correct that part of the rationale for providing the open space is to maintain separation 
between the listed church and the new homes (thereby showing due respect for heritage), but this is 
only one of a number of reasons.   And the statement that “the land will remain private and there is no 
public access” is patently incorrect and disingenuous when the TC is very aware that significant 
community access is being offered and will be facilitated. 

In respect of “properly managed and robustly maintained allotments” (which is one of ‘preferences’ of 
the TC), it is worth highlighting that allotments are never open to unmanaged public access.  They 
are always fenced / gated / secure to prevent access, trespass and damage.  That rather undermines 
the TC’s apparent concerns about enabling unregulated public access, because one of its own 
declared preferences would not achieve that.  

TTree Loss 

The next incorrect comment of the TC relates to trees : 

“Five mature healthy trees will be removed, this is not compensated by the planting of saplings elsewhere.” 

The reality is that 3 poor quality trees are to be removed to accommodate the site access.  Two 
other trees are also proposed to be removed, but that is due to their poor condition and not as a 
result of the development.  The proposal will provide 76 new trees, plus other vegetation.  That is 
very considerably above policy requirements.  The use of street trees and ornamental shrub planting 
will enhance the street frontage, with shrub and flowering herbaceous planting proposed to add 
colour and texture.  Native and wildlife friendly planting will be incorporated within the open space 
to create both screening buffers and also to benefit the local wildlife. Native hedgerows are to be 
used to delineate plot boundaries.  The managed open space will also incorporate a wild flower 
meadow, bulb planting, and an orchard to provide seasonal interest and increase biodiversity. 

The Church Bell 

The TC then – for the first time – raises noise concerns and suggests that the chiming of the church 
bell will result in requests to stop the bell.  This is a spurious comment and we are unclear why it is 
only now – 4 months into the process and just one week before the application is to be reported to 
the second Planning Committee – that the TC is raising this.  We suspect that any party considering 
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purchasing a house will notice the adjacent church and might anticipate (hear) an element of chiming.  
Indeed, my client sees this as a unique selling point for the new homes. 
 

FFlood Risk 
 
The final part of the TC letter raises concerns about flood risk.  The TC raised no such concerns 
and made no mention of flood risk during our pre-application discussions with them.  Nor, until 
yesterday, has it mentioned flooding at any point over the past 4 months, including their original 
objection letter.  That being the case, we question whether flooding is a genuine concern of the TC? 
 
The application is of course supported by a Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy, 
which confirms that most of the site falls within Flood Zone 1 (which is the lowest possible flood 
zone and generally signals no flood risk issues).  A very small part of the site (which will 
contain none of the development) falls in Flood Zone 2.  No houses, gardens, road, parking areas or 
any other form of development is proposed in that part of the site. 
 
The Drainage Strategy includes correspondence with United Utilities (UU) and confirms that a 
separate surface water drainage system will be provided for the development. UU has raised no 
concern or objection to the application. 
 
The LPA has also sought consultation comments from the LLFA (the Local Lead Flood Authority - 
the body charged with safeguarding flooding and drainage matters in Sefton). The LLFA has raised no 
objections. 
 
The Canal Trust has also vetted the submitted drainage information and has raised no concern or 
objection.   
 
So, every qualified and experienced authority that is charged technically with monitoring and 
maintaining drainage and controlling flood risk has been consulted, and not one has raised any 
concerns or objections.  Nor, until yesterday (4 months after the application was submitted and not 
having mentioned it previously) had the Town Council.  With respect to members of the Town 
Council, none are qualified, experienced drainage or flood risk engineers, and so we question why 
they would seriously expect Planning Committee to refuse the application contrary to the  
considered advice from those agencies whose principal role (and vast experience and credentials) is 
to provide such advice? 
 
Can I please request that this letter is reported in full to members of the Planning Committee and 
uploaded onto your portal as a publicly accessible document in support of the planning application? 
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Thank you again for the excellent, efficient and professional manner in which you personally have 
handled this planning application.   Can I also complement the way that the Council’s PPA (Planning 
Performance Agreement) has operated?  Aside from these late frustrations (which are clearly not 
down to you), it has worked extremely well and my client has been most impressed. 
 
Yours sincerely 
for Roman Summer Associates Ltd

 
Richard Gee 

DDirector 
 
 
 


